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What
Revamp façade systems are ideal as a 
component to rainscreen and decorative 
building façade applications. Use Revamp 
façade panels to add a bold modern twist or 
subtle accent to the exterior of your project. 
Revamp façade systems compliment 
mid-rise and high-rise office structures, 
multi-family, and mixed-use projects. Add 
texture and context to parking structures and 
other tilt-up or cast-in-place concrete 
structures with Revamp façade panels. 

Standard Mounting Solutions
Whatever the rainscreen or façade application, Revamp has an engineered mounting solution available. Formed unibody 
panels that mount directly to the building structure or frame make installation easy. Knife blade and other standoff 
bracket solutions provide an engineered product for panel attachment. All attachment solutions are designed to preserve 
the building envelope. Bracketing solutions for concrete structures can be cast-in-place or fastened to the 
structure following construction.

Custom Mounting Solutions
In addition to Revamp standard mounting solutions, Revamp also offers fully engineered custom brackets and attachment 
solutions to suit your project need. If mounting systems are provided by other, Revamp can easily customize our panel 
systems to fit within alternate mounting solutions to provide a seamless integration into the building façade. 

Façade Finish
Revamp façade panels are finished with PVDF based finishes 
providing 10-year warranties (20-year warranty available) 
and meet AAMA 2605 specification. PVDF finishes (also 
known as Kynar, Duranar, Trinar, and Fluropon) are highly 
resistant to chemical damage, UV fading, and mechanical 
damage. This results in a long lasting architectural metal 
finish that will wear well and is resistant to color fading. 
Custom color and color matching services available.

Façade Material
Revamp façade panels are constructed out of laser cut 
aluminum panels. This allows for minimal weight loads on 
the building structure vs materials such as cold rolled steel. 
Aluminum is also highly resistant to corrosion, which allows 
for better durability and longer product life. Façade systems 
are also available in weathering steel. Weight, manufacturing 
limitations, and oxide runoff are all special considerations that 
must be taken into account when working with weathering 
steel such as Corten. 


